MEDALS ETC. PRESENTED TO THE UNIVERSITY

1. Tasmania 150th Anniversary 1952-4
Silver alloy, 69 mm diameter in plastic case.
obv.: Tasmanian Arms, 1803-05 at top, 1953-54 below.
Legend round: Tasmania commemorates the 150th Anniversary of British settlement.
rev.: outline map of Tasmania bearing British flag, in wavy sea.

2. The University of Glasgow 1451 - 1951
Bronze, 61 mm diameter.
obv.: Glasgow University arms, inscription above: UNIV. GLASG. MCCCCLI - MDCCCCLI
rev.: head of Pope crowned.
Legend round: NICOLAUS PONT, MAX. UNIV. GLASG. CONDIT. A.D. VII ID JAN. A.S. MCCCCLI

3. United States Military Academy 1802 - 1952
Bronze coloured alloy, 71 mm diameter.
obv.: Arms of U.S. Military Academy.
rev.: Torch of learning, laurel and sword.
Legend: United States Military Academy 1802-1952 Sesquicentennial.
Also descriptive leaflet.

4. Schiller 150th Anniversary 1955
5 Deutsche Mark silver piece (28 mm diameter), commemorating 150th anniversary of death of Friedrich von Schiller.